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1. Introduction 

Distributed computing can be broadly characterized as a specWum of activities varying in their degree of decen- 
tralization, with one extreme being remote computer networking and the other extreme being multiprocessing. 
Without loss of generality let us consider distributed programs to be a collection of processes cooperating to 
accomplish a common objective rather than processes with individual objectives but no common goal. There 
have been several message passing primitives for distributed programming. Broadly, we can characterize the 
primitives to (a) synchronous message passing ( wherein both the sender and the receiver are delayed for the 
dual agent), and (b) asynchronous message passing ( wherein the sender is not delayed). In this paper, we con- 
centrate on varieties of asynchronous message passing primitives. The advent of VLSI hardware and various 
broadcast communication systems such as ETHERNET [MeB76] has made it possible to use broadcast commun- 
ication as a linguistic feature for designing programming languages for distributed programming. The underly- 
ing principle of broadcast is that it is one-to-many in the sense that the message sent by a process is received 
by a set of processes. This is in contrast to the point-to-point asynchronous message passing. [Sch82] has arti- 
culated the use of broadcast communication as a paradigm for distributed programming and Chang [Cha84] 
has shown how the design of distributed database systems gets simplified by using a broadcast network. [Geh84] 
has performed studies on various examples to assess the use and convenience of broadcast programming in the 
context of distributed computing. 

In this paper, we develop a language for asynchronous broadcast communication based variants of the CSP (cf. 
[Hoa78]). The language is then used for modeling and analysing the various categories of broadcast communica- 
t/ons. Real-time models are essential for formalization and characterization of available broadcast architectures. 
The need and the notion of realistic models of real-time concurrency has been articulated in [KSD85, KSD86] by 
developing a spectrum of models ranging from interleaving to maximum parallelism models. 

A formal semantics for asynchronous broadcast networks will permit an analysis of the structures suitable for 
broadcast and throw light on the design of languages with broadcast communication mechanisms. No such 
attempt at a formal treatment of broadcast communication has been made uptil now in the literature. Schlichting 
and Schneider[ScS84] have extended the interference freedom of CSP to asynchronous point-to- point message 
passing. The method is non-compositional mainly due to the underlying techniques. Jonnson[Jon85] describes a 
compositional specification of nondeterministic asynchronous networks (again point-to-point). Both these 
attempts are only in the context of interleaving models. As already said, the various broadcast categories cannot 
be distinguished or provided with realistic models unless one considers the maximum parallelism models. Our 
work is the first attempt at a classification and a formal treatment of broadcast. The contributions of the work 
are summarized below: 

* We present a compositional denotational semantics for a spectrum of nondeterministic broadcast networks of 
processes using a simple semantic domain. Broadly, we consider two classes of broadcast communications, 
namely, unbuffered broadcast and buffered broadcast and use either interleaving or maximum parallelism 
models so as to provide a realistic model of the various variants. Broadly, we consider: 

• unbuffered broadcast 
• buffered broadcast 

• unbounded buffers 
• bounded buffers - with the condition that the transmission is immediate in the sense that the message 
need not be sent to over all the designated channels. 
• bounded buffers -- with the condition that the message is sent to all the designated channels as and 
when a buffer becomes available with reference to the corresponding channel. 
• atomic broadcast -- initiation is delayed till each channel has at least one buffer for the message. 
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• The semantics provides a realistic model o f  the various broadcast categories. Thus, reliable and lossy transmis- 
sion of  order preserving asynchronous communication medium is captured through the prefix property and the 
subsequence property, respectively, of  the projections of  the histories of  the processes. 
• It leads to a specitication-oriented semantics of  broadcast networks -- thus, forming a basis for compositional 
verification of  such systems. 

2. Language  S t ruc tu res  for Broadcas t  Networks  

We investigate broadcast networks within which a process performs a single action at any time and has broad- 
cast communication and choice reception as communication primitives. Each process in the broadcast network 
has a distinct processor and does not share variables with the others. Thus, cooperation among processes is 
achieved only through communication. With each process in the broadcast network, we associate two disjoint 
sets of  channels. One set of  channels are called out (broadcast) channels and the other set of  channels are called 
in (receive) channels. A process names a subset of  its out channels in the broadcast command. Similarly a pro- 
cess names a subset o f  its in channels in the receive command. Each channel connects exactly two processes. 
The syntax of  the language is given below: 

P : : = S  I N  

S ::= x :=e I skip I D??x (receive)l D!!e (broadcast) I Si;S j I [~/n=lg i --~ Si] I *[ [[n=lg i ~ Si]I  [N] 

gi ::= b I D??x I D! !e  I b;D??x I b;D!!e  

N : : = S I  II $2 

Note: It may  be observed that the network can have nested processes and further, the network is static. We 
have not included either the finite delay commands  or the delay guards as we are interested in showing the 
applicability of  interleaving or real-time models for the various broadcast schemes rather than proposing a 
language. In the following, we describe informally the broadcast and receive commands.  The other commands 
have essentially the same meaning as in CSP. For the sake of convenience, we do not consider the distributed 
termination convention o f  CSP and we assume that the underlying boolean guards determine the enablement or 
otherwise of  the communication guards. 

2.1 Unbuf fe red  Broadcas t  : In this scheme, there are no buffers associated with the channels. Thus,  whenever a 
process executes the command D !!x, the message is immediately sent on all the channels. If the designated pro- 
cess is willing to receive the message at that point in time, it does so. Otherwise, the message sent on the chan- 
nel is lost. Thus, unbuffered broadcast schemes model message loss with respect to a receiver's unwillingness or 
inability to receive a message at that time point at which the message is broadcast. Two simple examples of  this 
~cheme are (i) radio announcements and (ii) broadcasting over a bus -- as in a typical ETHERNET scheme. 

2.2Buffered Broadcas t  : A spectrum of  categories for broadcast schemes can be considered based on the wait- 
ing associated with the completion o f  a broadcast command. The extremes for such a waiting may  be the com- 
plete waiting associated with synchronous communication and no waiting associated asynchronous communica-  
tion. The provision o f  buffers leads to a compromise between the waiting and loss of  messages in a broadcast 
command. 

(a) Broadcast with Unbounded Buffers: In this scheme, we associate an unbounded number  o f  buffers with 
each of the channels of  the process. When a process executes the command D !!x, the message is placed 
in the buffers(queues) associated with each of  its broadcast channels. Since the buffers are unbounded, 
there is no waiting associated with the broadcast command. 

Co) Broadcast with Bounded Buffers: In the class of  bounded buffer broadcast schemes, a broadcast may  not 
succeed immediately (or forever) as the process may not be able to send messages  over all the channels 
due to lack o f  empty buffers. Thus, depending on lossy or reliable transmission of  messages and immediate 
or delayed initiation of  the broadcast, we classify into the following categories. 

(i) Bounded Buffer Broadcast - immediate initiation: In this scheme, a finite number  of  buffers (FIFO) is asso- 
ciated with each of  the channels. Execution of  a broadcast command D !!e corresponds to sending the mes- 
sage e on all those channels of  D having at least one empty buffer at that time and ignoring all other 
channels 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

having nonempty buffers at that time. Note that the broadcast command is a deterministic one in the sense 
that there is no waiting associated with the command. Thus the command models message loss. Conten- 
tion networks such as Ethemet[MeB76] and ring networks such as DCS [FFe73] implement such schemes 
with finite buffers associated with each processor in the network. 

Bounded Buffer Broadcast - delayed (possibly) initiation: In this scheme, the execution of  D !!e 
corresponds to a repeated application of  (i) till the messag e is sent on all o f  the channels. 

Atomic Broadcast: It is essentially the same as (ii) except that the initiation of  sending is delayed till the 
message can be sent over all the channels. Thus, the message is sent over all the designated channels at 
the same time. 

In the following, we provide real-time models for all the categories except the unbounded buffer category. For 
the latter, we provide an interleaving model. 

2.3 Receive Command D??x 

An execution of  the receive command D??x nondeterministically selects a message from the nonempty FIFO 
buffers o f  some channel in D and assigns the message to variable x. If the buffers of  all the channels in D are 
empty, then the process waits for some message to arrive on some channel in D. For purposes of  convenience of  
programming, one can make the command selective in the sense that the process receives messages of  some type 
from some specified channels only. Note that we are assuming the buffers to be associated with channels rather 
than with the process or the node. 

3. Semantic Domains 

The domain for defining the meaning functions for the commands consist o f  prefix-closed sets of  state-history 
pairs with subset ordering, i.e., D = P(E x H ) where E = S u {~_} , S being the set ofproper states (i.e. par- 
tial functions from Id(set o f  identifiers) to V (set of  expression values), and_L denotes incomplete computation 
(We are not distinguishing incomplete and failure states), and H = set of  sequences of  sets of  communication 
assumption records (CAR's); in the history, we record claims of  a process receiving and broadcasting messages 
over specified channels and claims for the impossibility o f  sending and receiving messages. 

A set X ~ P(Y~ x H) is prefix-closed iff for all <a, h> E X ,  if  h'  <h then <.L, h' > ~ X. 

The prefix-closure of  X, is defined by PFC(X) _A X u {<J_ ,L> } u {<.L ,h' > I ~t~---~h <o,h> ~ X A h' <h }. 

Note that the domain forms a complete lattice with set-inclusion( ~ ); the lub is obtained by u (set-union) and 
the least element is {<.1_,~>}. 

3.1 Structure of Communication Assumption Records 

A message has the structure <msg ~ender> where sender designates the name of  the process sending the value 
msg. The component msg has the structure <value, destination>. However, we will not explicitly indicate the 
destination in our CARs. The CARs used in describing the semantics are given below: 

* [] denotes an internal action of  a process. 
• <?,D ,msg> - claims a successful broadcast of msg over the set of  channels D.  
• <? ,d~nsg> - claims a successful reception of  a message msg on channel d .  

• <w ?,D > - claims the impossibility of  broadcast on the channels in D. It may be noted that this assump- 
tion becomes meaningful only in cases of  buffered broadcast and the buffers are bounded a priori ; i.e. 
the broadcast command waits for sending a message over the channels in D. 

• <w? ,D > - claims that the buffers o f  channels in D are empty; thus, it denotes waiting for a message to 
arrive. 

As the guards can be composed of  either broadcast or receive commands, there is a need to distinguish the wait- 
ing on output(broadcast) and input(receipt). Note that though it is possible for a process to be waiting for a 
buffer to be filled in all the categories described earlier, the waiting for output (i.e. broadcast) can be claimed in 
a subset o f  categories. For this purpose, we have the following message structure corresponding to claims for the 
input command and broadcast command. In the case of  broadcast, it is possible that the transmission takes 
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place on a subset of  channels as buffers for other channels are full; note that this situation is possible only for 
the category of  bounded buffers. 

• <!,D ~nsg ,w !,D' > - claiming a successful broadcast o f  msg on the set o f  channels D and an impossibility 
of  sending messages over any of  the channels in D" as the buffers for the channels in D '  are full. 

Note that a similar message structure is not necessary for the receive command due to the asymmetry of  the 
broadcast and receive commands. We need one more CAR structure claiming the waiting for input and broad- 
cast simultaneously. The structure of  this CAR is given below. 

• <w !d) ,w? ,D' > - claiming an impossibility o f  sending a message on any o f  the channels in D and impos- 
sibility of  receiving a message on any of  the channels in D ' .  

3.2 Time Domain 

We introduce a clock at a meta-level of  reasoning for partially ordering the events in the distributed broadcast 
system and for achieving maximum parallelism. For purposes of  convenience, we consider the time domain to 
be the domain of  natural numbers. Also, we assume that every action takes one unit o f  time. For the interleav- 
ing mode l ,  we consider all possible interleaving of  the commands treating a communication from one point to 
another point as atomic. For the real-time semantics , we use Maximum Parallelism Model[SaM81] as the 
underlying execution model. We refer to this model as the MAXPAR model. As argued in [KSD85], there is a 
need for a separate processor for each logically distinct process. Thus, we assume that each distinct logical pro- 
cess is associated with a designated physical processor. With this operational model, maximum parallelism can 
be understood as maximizing the number of  instructions that can be executed simultaneously in a set of  con- 
currently executing processes at any point o f  time without violating synchronization requirements. 

Notation 

1. EXT and INT represent the set of  extemal channels and the set o f  internal channels o f  a process respec- 
tively. In our operational model the input and output channels o f  each process are distinct and a channel 
connects at most two processes. Hence, if d is a channel, it would be the input channel for one process 
and the output channel for another process. We use d? to represent the in side of  channel d and d! to 
represent the out side of  channel d. 

2. h [k ] to denote the k th element of  sequence h .  

3. h <h" denotes that h is a prefix of h'.  

4. h k denotes the sequence obtained from h by chopping the suffix h[k+l].., from h; we will refer to this as 
the k th prefix of  h. 3, denotes the empty sequence and ~ denotes the null sequence. 

5. h is said to be a subsequence of h' if h can be obtained from h' by deleting some symbols of h ' .  h < h' 
sub 

denotes that h is a subsequence of  h'.  

6. The projection h 1' d? is defined as the sequence of  values received on channel d. Note that the projection 
is order preserving and the extension of the projection operation to sets of  channels or sets o f  traces (his- 
tories) follows naturally. Similarly h l 'd!  is the sequence of  values sent over channel d. Because of  the 
asymmetry in the broadcast and receive, we need to distinguish the input and the output sides of  the chan- 
nels. 

7. Further, we define a projection operator h "~tD as the sequence h obtained from h by projecting onto the 
channels o f  D ; in other words, all records not having any names from D are dropped. Note that empty set 
is denoted by 1:3. 

8. We s a y d  e chan(hl)  i f  either d? or d! is in h I. 

9. We can interp~t X e oy.r/, as the set o f  all possible computations o f  a program. 
• <s ,h > e X with s ~ S models a computation of  P that terminates in s with history h .  
o<_L ,h > e X models: either an incomplete computation of  <s ,h" >, h <_h', 

or it is an element in the chain of  approximations modeling an infinite computation; 
• (.L ,~.) denotes failure. 

Though, we need to distinguish a separate state for nondeterministic failure, we have ignored that for the sake of  
simplicity. In our interpretation, the only observable behaviours are: termination, and divergence (We do not dis- 
tinguish deadlock from divergence). 
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4. A Priori Denotational Semantics of Sequential Constructs 

We assume the existence of  strict semantic functions V~e ] ( c )  for an expression e from the states, E, to the 
domain of  values V A L u { / } ;  similarly~ W[b](a)  maps boolean expressions to { true, false } u {J_ } . 

The meaning function M is defined as MI[S~: Z ---> P(E><H) 

Strict Function: MIIS]]J_ = { <J. ,k> } for any S. 

Skip :M~skip]ff = P F C ( (  O, (I-I } )} 
In interleaving semantics, [] can be treated as representing some local action ( used for identifying divergence 
properties). In real-time semantics, it can be interpreted as representing one unit o f  time for the action. 

Assignment : M[[x:=e~o=PFC {(a[Vlie~a/x],{ [] })} 

Sequential Composition: Firstly, we extend the meaning function from P(ZxH) to P(ZxH ). 
For any X c P ( Z x H ) ,  M*~S~={<~,h.h'>l<~,h> ~ X /k <a',h'> E M[S]O} where ' . '  denotes the concate- 
nation operator. Note that from this definition, it is clear that the extension of  the histories is independent of 
their contents-- an important property of  the meaning function for the purpose of compositionality. Also, it can 
be shown that M* is strict and continuous. 

M ~S 1;S 2]¢J=M* ~S 2]](M I[S 1]]~) 

The definitions of  the alternative and iterative commands are given in the respective categories. 

5. Unbounded Buffer Broadcast 

We describe an interleaved semantics for this class assuming that no messages are lost. 

Broadcast : M lID !!e ]o~PFC {(¢~,{<l ,D ,V lie ]o>})} 
The effect o f  the broadcast command is to place the message (the value of  e)  in the channel queue for each 
channel in the broadcast command. 

Receive : M [D??x~=PFC {(¢~[v/x],{<? ,d,v>}) Iv ~ VAL,d ~ D } 
The nondeterminism arises due to two reasons: the first is that a priori the value that will be sent by some other 
process cannot be determined; the second is due to the nondeterministic nature of  the receive command. 

Test: M[[b ]lff= if Wlib ]o then PFC {(o,~,)} else {(1,~,)} 
Note that the test does not append the history and Abortion is modeled by <.L ,X>. 

t t  n 

Selection: M I[A ]a= if  ~ V W lib i ~cf then { (J_ ,~.) } else u M  [[gi ;Si ]¢J 
i=1  ~=n 

n 

Iteration." M li*A ]]~=~tW.(~,o.if V W ~bl ~ then ~* (M [A ]rz) else PFC { (c~,g) } 
i=Â 

5.1 Parallel Composition of  Processes 

Two processes S 1 and S 2 constituting a parallel composition SIlIS 2 wiLl have its meaning function derived from 
the a priori semantics o f  $1 and S 2. Such a function must ensure that for every pair o f  histories h 1 and h 2 of  the 
computation possibilities o f  S 1 and S 2, respectively, every communication assumption made by a process about 
the reception of  a message on a channel connecting $1 and S 2 is realizable as a broadcast communication 
assumption in the history of  the other. Such internally consistent histories can be merged by dropping internal 
communications so as to obtain the externally visible communication histories of  the composed processes. Let 
cset be the set of  common channels o f  $1 and S 2. 
Merge(hi,h2)= {h Ihl<-h ~Chan(hl),h2<-h $Chan(h2), h=h $chan(hl,hz), 

d ~ cset---~hl~d?<h2"~dl V hzSd?<_hl~d! } 
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Essentially, the conditions imply that all possible interleavings of hi  and h 2 are taken such that the sequences h 1 
and h 2 can be obtained by taking the respective projections. The merged sequence can have only elements from 
h 1 and h2, and the values received on any input channel must be a prefix of those of the corresponding output 
channel. The last condition corresponds to the fact that the sequence of values received is a prefix of those sent. 

Let xi be projection functions from the complete state on to the variables of process Si. Then, 
Mi[P i IIP/]]o= {(oi×oj,h )lh c merge(hl,hz)<oi,hl> ~ M~Pi~Tgi(l~),<oj,h2> c M~Pj~Itj(O)} 
wherecix~j(x)  = ~i(x) if oi(x) =o(x) A ~i,~j ~a_, 

~3i(X ) ifoj(X) =O(X) A ¢Ji,cJj ;~_L, 
otherwise 

Network Abstraction: MI[[N]]o={(oJ,h SEXT)I(ff',h ) ~ M IN ]o  /k EXT= extemal channels of N} 

6. Unbuffered Broadcast Communication 

Broadcast: M[D ![e]o=PFC {(o,{<!,D ,V le 11o>})) 
The message, e, is placed on the channels(or the bus) specified in D. Whether the message has been received 
by the receiver or not can be determined only when composing the processes. There is no waiting associated 
with this command. 

Receive: M[[D??x]o=PFC {(o[v/x],{<w? ,D>t <? ,d,v>})l d ~ D,t_>O,v e VAL } 
There is a waiting associated with this command as the process waits indefinitely for a message to arrive on one 
of the channels in D. 

Meaning of Guards in an Environment of other Guards: In defining the a priori semantics for guarded com- 
mands, we need to ascertain whether or not the meaning of a communication command changes according to the 
composition of the guards. This is done by defining an auxiliary function E : G xI; --~ C? x C! where G is a 
set of guards and C? and C! are a set of in and out channels respectively. In other words, the function ,E, 
yields the possible set of channels that a process could be waiting for input and output in a given state. 

[(~,~) i f  (_~b;D!!e E G A W[[bl]c) V (__~b ~ G A kV~b]o)  
E [[G ]~J= I 

[(C-? ,¢) otherwise where C-?=k.)iD i such that bi;Di??x i e G /X W[[bi]~o 

That is there cannot he any waiting, if there is an open pure boolean guard or an open broadcast guard ; this is 
reflected in the first part of the equation (i.e. the output of E is (~ ,~)). As there is no waiting associated with 
broadcast command, the second component is always ¢. In the sequel, we use E ? and E I to denote the first and 
the second component of E respectively. 

M [[(b ,G )~o = if W [Ib ~o then PFC {(c,~,)} else {(J_ ,X)} 

PFC{(o[v/x],{<w?,E?>t<?,d,v>)} Id e D,v ~ VAL,t_>0} 

MI[(D??x,G)]~= ] i f  EI[{D??x }uG]]o *: (~,~) 
[PFC { (a[v Ix ], { <? ,d,v >}) I d e D ,v e VAL } otherwise 

In the case of receive command, an indeterminate waiting is poss if and only if there are no open pure boolean 
guards and open broadcast guards. 

MI[(D !!e ,G )J]o'-.-.PFC {(a,{<!,D ,~e ]1o>})} 
Note that the semantics of broadcast command is unaffected by the environment 

M l[(b ;g ,G )]O=M* [[(g ,G )]I(M I[(b , a  )]o) 

rl 
M~A~o=if--, V W[[bi]o  then {(]_,X)} else u M[[(gi,G);Si]o 

i= l  i G {1..n} A G=j~g j  

The meaning function of the iterative command follows on the same lines as given earlier. 
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Parallel Composition 

Definition 1: Let hi,h2 be sequences as defined earlier in processesP1 and P2 respectively. Let cset be the set 
o f  common channels in P1 and P2. Then h I and h2 are said to be consistent iff the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
a) For every claim of  receiving a message <? ,d,v> in h 1 at time k there must be a broadcast claim of <!,D ,e> 
at t imek i n h  2 s u c h t h a t d  • D A v=e. Thatis, 
<? ,D ,v >  e hl[k ] /k d • cset--><!,D,v> • h2[k] A d • D 
Note that we are only looking for a matching output value for an input claim. This means that the number of 
values received on any channel is only a subsequence of  those values that are sent. In other words, the subse- 
quence property captures the order-preserving lossy asynchronous communication medium. Note that the model- 
ing o f  reliable transmission o f  messages corresponds to the prefix property. 

b) If there is a claim of  waiting on channel d in h I at time k, then there cannot be a broadcast claim on channel 
d at time k in h z. That is, (<w? ,D > • h l[k] A <!,D' ,e > • h2[k ]) --~D (vD" ncset=t~ 
This condition ensures the satisfaction of  the MAXPAR condition. 

c) Symmetric counterparts of  (a)-(b). 

Definition 2: A pointwise merge of  h I and h 2, denoted hi#h2, is defined as follows: 
hl#h2=h[1] . • • h[r] where r=max(Ihll , lh21) and 

for l<_k<-Min(lhlI,lh21), h[k]~l[k]uh2[k] 
forMin(Ihlt,lh21)<k<_r, h[k] = if lhll > lh21 then h t [k]  else h2[k ] 

Definition 3: The merge (h 1,h 2)--h l#h 2 if  consistent (h l,h 2). 

M[[Sllt S 2 J]tj = {(oi×oj,h )lh • merge(hi,h2), <oi ,h l>  • Ml~Si~Tti(o),<oj,h2> E MI[Sj]]gj(o)} 

Network Abstraction:  M I[[N]]lo={(o',h "~tEXT) I (o',h ) ~ M ~N ]o} 

7. Bounded Buffer Broadcast  - immediate  initiation 

In this scheme, whenever a process executes the broadcast command, it transmits messages only on those chan- 
nels that contain at least one empty buffer. It does not send or wait to send the message on any of  the channels 
that have no empty buffer at that point. Thus, if the buffers of  all the named channels in the broadcast command 
are full, then the broadcast command is equivalent to a skip command. 

MIlD !!e]o'=eFC {(o,{<!,D',V[[e]o,w !,O-O'>})ID'.~=D } 
That is, the message is sent on those channels that have an empty buffer, that is the reason for taking all the 
subsets of  D ( including ~ ). Note that the structure of  the a priori semantics is essentially the same as defined 
for the broadcast command in section 6 except for the structure of  the CARs used. 

MI[D??x~cI=PFC {(o[v/x],{<w?,D>t<?,d,v>})Id e D,v • VAL,t_>O} 
Indeterminate waiting can take place iff all the buffers o f  channels named in D are empty. 

In defining the a priori semantics for guarded commands, we need to obtain the meaning of  a guard in the pres- 
ence of  other guards in a given state. The definition remains the same as given earlier since even in this case 
the meaning of  a broadcast in the presence of  other guards remains unaffected. The difference between the 
meaning of  the broadcast command just discussed and the one discussed in section 6 is that in the former the 
message is sent only on those channels that have at least one empty buffer whereas in the latter the broadcasting 
process sends the message on all the channels. 

[(¢,0) i f  (...~b;D!!e • G A Wl[b]]o) V (__~b • G A W[[b]]o) 

E[IG~= i.(~-?,~) otherwise where C'?--xdD i such that bi;Di??xieG A W[[b i ]o  

M~(b,G)~o= if W[[bllo then PFC {(o,~,)} else {(±,x)} 
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PFC{( f f [v /x ] , {<w?~?> t<? ,d ,v>}) ld  ~ D,v  ~ VAL,t_>0} 

M [[(D??x ,G )lit3= | i f  E [[ {D??x } u G ]~:(¢,d~) 
/ 

IPFC {(c[v/x],{<? ,d ,v>}) ld  E D ,v e VAL } otherwise 

In the case of  receive command an indeterminate waiting is possible if and only if  there are no open pure 
boolean guards and open broadcast guards. 

M[[(D [!e,G)]]o=PFC {(o,{<!,D' ,[Ie]lo,w I ,D-D '  >}) I D'  _~__/9 } 

The meaning function for other constructs follows on the same lines as given earlier. 

Parallel Composit ion 

Definition 4: Let h 1 and h2 be any two histories in processes P1 and P2 respectively. Let cset be the set o f  
common channels i n P  1 and P2. hi  and h 2 are said to be consistentif f:  
a) The sequence of  messages received on d E cset in h 1 is a subsequence of  the sequence of  messages broad- 
cast on d in h2. That is, d ~ cset-->hlSd?<h2"~d! 

s u b  

b) A waiting to receive claim made at time k in h 1 on channel d ~ cset, is valid only if the buffer associated 
with that channel d is completely empty at time k. That is, 
< w ? , D > e  hl[k ] IX d ~ D A d ~ cse t - - ->lh~ '~d! l -  IhkTd?l=O 

c) For every receive claim made at time k in h 1 on channel d ,  there must be at least one nonempty buffer asso- 
ciated with that channel .  That is, <? ,d,v> ~ hl[k  ] A d ~ cset--~lh2k'~d! l - l h l k S d ?  I_>0 
As there is a possibility o f  receive and a broadcast claim at time k in h i  and h 2 the condition reduces to >-0 
rather than _>1. 

d) A priori a process cannot determine whether the buffer associated with the channel is empty (for sending a 
message). Hence, in the a priori semantics, we consider all subsets of  D where D is the set of  channels over 
which it is required to broadcast a value. While composing the processes, the claim needs to be verified. The 
condition of  the availability of  at least one empty buffer on channel d? corresponds to saying that the number of  
messages sent on d minus the number of  messages received on that channel is greater than the size ( denoted by 
Ibuffer(d)l) of  the buffer for that channel. That is, 
<! ,* ,* ,w! ,D> ~ h2[k ] IX d ~ D IX d ~ cse t - ->lh2 t :~d!>l - lh lk~d?  I = l b u f f e r ( d ) l  
where * is used denote any arbitrary value. 

e) The above condition checks for the waiting claims. The following condition corresponds to checking for the 
broadcasting claim at time k. That is, a broadcast claim made at time k in h2 on d ,  is valid provided that the 
buffer associated with that channel is not completely full at time k. 
<!,d,v> ~ h2[k] A d ~ cset-->O~-Ih2k'~d!l- lhlkSd? I < l b u f f e r ( d ) l  

f) The symmetric counterparts of (a)-(e). 

M [IS i I ISj ~ •= { (¢~i x a j  ,h ) I h E merge (h 1 ,h 2)<tJi ,h 1 > E M [IS i ] ~i (o),<oj ,h 2 > e MI[S/ ] ~j (~) } 

8. Bounded Buffer Broadcast-  delayed (possibly) initiation 

In this scheme, whenever a process executes a broadcast command, it transmits the message on a subset o f  chan- 
nels( including empty) that have at least one free buffer at that point o f  time (i.e. immediately), and then waits 
for the other channels to become empty. This is repeated till the message is broadcast over all the channels o f  
D. In order to capture the notion of  waiting associated with the transmission of  a message when the buffer on 
the channel is full and with the reception of  a message when the buffer is empty, we introduce the waiting 
assumption <w! ,D> for broadcast and the waiting assumption <w? ,D> for the receive. Thus, the a priori 
semantics for broadcast and receive commands may be formulated as follows. 

Broadcast:  The effect of  the command is to send the message on those channels that have at least one empty 
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buffer. Thus, the process would wait if  there is no channel with an empty buffer. Let us assume the broadcast is 
completed in m stages, i.e. the process sends the message to Diff, D at each stage. As the message is not dupli- 
cated on any channel, it should be clear that Dic',Di=~ for i ~ j .  If  the process is trying to send at time k, it can 
wait without sending any message over any channel provided all the channels are full ,i.e. D o = ~ .  

The sets Dis have property P1 if they satisfy the following properties: 
r 

Do c D  , Dr+ 1 = D - ~ I D  i =  (subsets of  D over which the communication is not yet successful), such that 
m 

D - t . ) D  i = ~ (i.e., the message is sent over all the channels) .......... (P1) 
i=1  

r m m + l  

Construct the sequence 1-~= °= xm rim where x m = <w !,D-LADI>i=o and rim = <!,Dm+l,l[e ]]o,w !,D - i=ou Di>, 

such that x 0 = ~, i f  D o g ~ ; i.e. there can be waiting only if  the process has to wait on all o f  them- i.e. initially 
waiting is possible only if  D O = t~. In the above expression, the product denoted by rI denotes the product of  
the terms - the implicit operator between the terms denoting concatenation. In other words , xm and rim 
represent the waiting and the successful transmission on at least one channel at stage m. Obviously, the sets 
D o . . . . .  D m cannot be determined a priori. Hence, we have to consider for all D i ~ D satisfying the above 
property (note that there can be at most n stages where n = IDI corresponding to sending a message to one 
process(channel) at a time). 

M [rD !!e ]cs = PFC {(o,{ {-I <x,n> t rim})l ~ t->O , VDi_cD satisfying P1} 
m = O  

Receive: M[[D??x~J=PFC {(o[v/x],{<w?,D>t <?,d ,v>}) ld  • D,v  • VAL A t->O} 
The semantics is essentially the same as given earlier. 

In defining the a priori semantics for guarded commands, we need to obtain the meaning of  a guard in the pres- 
ence of  other guards in a given state. In the category under consideration, there is a waiting associated with the 
broadcast command. Thus, the meaning of  the broadcast and the receive commands change in the environment 
of  other guards. Thus, before any of  the guards is chosen there is a possibility of  waiting on receive guards and 
broadcast guards. This necessitates the use of the CAR structure <w!,D,w?,D' > described earlier(where D is the 
set o f  channels on which the process is waiting for broadcast and D'  is the set o f  channels on which the process 
is waiting for receiving a message). Thus, at an alternative command before any guard starts executing, there is 
a possibility of  waiting for input and output. But, once the communication command starts then it essentially 
behaves as the corresponding communication command. 

E[[G]lo = (EZ,E !) where E ? = i f  ~ b  • G A W[[b]]o then 0 else {D i Ibi;Di??x i • G A W~bi]]t~ } 
E I = i f  ~ b  • G:Wl[b] la  then # else {D i Ibi',Di!!e i • G A W[[bi~¢3 } 

In other words, E ? and E I will be empty only if  there is a pure open boolean guard. As both the components 
could he nonempty, it follows that the process can be simultaneously waiting for a buffer to be filled and wait- 
ing for sending a message. 

M[[(b ,G)]o  = i f  V l[b]]ff then PFC {(c3,~.)} else {(.L&)} 

PFC {(o[v/x ],{<w !,E ~,w? ,E ? >t<? ,d ,v >}) I d ~ D ,v • VAL ,t>_0} 

[ i f  EI[{D??x }c~G~o ~ (~,0) 
MtT(D??x,G)]lo= [PFC {(o[v/x],{<? ,d ,v>}) ld  • D,v  e VAL } otherwise 

Note that whenever E~{g}~.K?,] = (0,~) the semantics is the same as the pure receive command; in the other 
case there is an extra prefix, namely <w !,E~,w? ,E ~>' which reflects the initial waiting. 

M H(D !!e,G )~t3 = i f  E ~ { D  !!e } u G  ~=(O,~) then PFC {(tJ,{ {-I <'cm> t rim})l "q t_>O , V D i c D  satisfying P1} 
ra=O 

r 

! ~  ,w? , E  FI <Zm> t rl,n)l ~ t->O , ~Dic_D satisfying P1} else PFC {(c,<w t ~>' 
m = 0  

Again, note that the difference comes in the prefix sequence of  CARs that reflects the possible waiting before 
any communication guard is selected. The treatment of  the other constructs follows as described earlier. 
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Parallel Composition 

Definition 5: Let cset be the set o f  common channels between processes S 1 and S 2. h 1 and h 2 belonging to 
two distinct processes S 1 and S~ are said to be consistent iff: 
a) The sequence of  messages received on channel d in h i is a prefix of  the sequence of  the messages broadcast 
on that channel in h 2. Note that the prefix property models the order preserving reliable transmission of  the com- 
munication medium. Thus, d ~ cset--~h 15 d? <h e ~ d ! 

b) A waiting assumption to receive on channel d in h 1 at time k is valid only i f  the pending messages at time k 
on d is empty. The buffer associated with channel d is completely empty at that time. Thus, 
V d e D ( < w ? , D >  ~ hi[k]  A d E cse t - - -~ lhek '~d! l - th lk~d?  I=0) 

c) For every value received assumption on a channel d at time k in h 1, the buffer associated with that channel 
in h e is not empty. That is, < ? ,d ,v > ~ h l [k ] A d ~ cset--~ I h 2 k Sd  ! ! - ! h 1 k ~d? > I ~0 
Note that the condition essentially implies that for a value to be received at time k on channel d ,  it must be the 
case that the buffer associated with d at that point should be nonempty (note we are considering the value 
received and sent at time k also). 

d) A further condition that needs to be satisfied corresponds to an assumption made by each process when it 
attempts to broadcast a message. Since a process cannot locally determine which of  the channels are empty, it 
makes the local assumption that every subset of  the channels is full and waits on those channels. Thus, we need 
to reject computations involving unnecessary waiting assumptions when the channels are empty. That is, if  there 
is a waiting to send claim on channel d in he, then the claim is valid only if the number of  messages sent on 
that channel minus the number of  messages received on that channel is greater than the size of  the buffer for 
that channel. Thus, 
(<w!,D> e he[k] '4 < ! ,* ,* ,w! ,D> ~ he[k] ) A d ~ D A d ~ cset - - ->lhetC~d!l - lh lk~d? I = l b u f f e r ( d ) l  

e) For every successful broadcast assumption made at a time k in h 2 on  channel d ,  there is at least one 
nonempty buffer with respect to d .  
<!,d,v> ~ he[k] A d c cset--~O~_lhzk'~d!l-lhl~:Td? I < l b u f f e r ( d ) l  

f) the symmetric counterparts of  (a)-(e). 

MI[S i I lSj ~ t~= { (¢Ji xtJd ,h ) I h ~ merge (h 1,h 2)<al ,h 1 > ~ Ml[S  i ] Ici (¢J),<~j ,h 2 > ~ M [[Sj ~ Icy (tj) } 

9. Atomic Broadcast  

In this case, the message must be sent to all the destinations in only one stage. That is, the initiation is delayed 
till it is possible to send the message over all the designated channels; i.e., sending of  the messages is delayed if 
the process is waiting on any one of  the channels. For describing atomic broadcast, the message structure con- 
sidered is insufficient for obtaining a compositional semantics. While merging a subset of  process, we cannot 
determine the time associated with a waiting to broadcast assumption of  the process on a channel as the time of  
sending depends on when all the channels named in the atomic broadcast become available. We can determine 
the time under the maximum parallelism requirement, if we merge all the histories of  the processes together. 
Since associative merge of  histories is central to compositional semantics, we have to record in the a priori 
semantics the following additional information: when a process makes the assumption of  waiting on a subset o f  
channels, then it does so with the knowledge that the buffers associated with rest o f  the channels (other than that 
subset) are free. Maintaining that information requires a change in the message structure. The new message 
structure is given below: 

• <w !,D" ,E !,D" - denoting a claim by a process that it is waiting to broadcast a message on the set of  chan- 
nels in D '  and a simultaneous assumption that at that time the set of  channels in D" have free buffers 
associated with them. 

r m r a  

Let P1 be as defined in section 8 and construct the sequence & x m ,  where xm =<w !~9-i=ok3 D i ,E!,i=ok.)Di > 
r 

Broadcast: M lID ! ! e ]¢J=P F C {(t~, { m~_o'~m t<!,D ,~e ]0> })Iktt_>O,VD i ~ satisj~ing P1 } 
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Since the sets D i (i=0..m) cannot be determined a priori, we have to consider all subsets satisfying (P1). 

Receive: M~D??x]t~=PFC {(rJ[v/x],{<w? ,D>t <?,d,v>})ld c D,v e VAL A tL'O} 

Semantic equations for the other commands can be obtained on the same lines as given sections 7 and 8. 

Paral lel  Composit ion:  In this case, an additional check is needed to ensure the assumption of  free buffers on a 
channel made at a given point in time is indeed correct. 

Definition 6: h i  and h2 of two processes S1 and $2 with cset as the common set of channels are said to be con- 
sistent iff: 
(i) conditions (a) - (e) are as in section 8. 
(ii) A free buffer assumption (E!) on channel d in h i  at the time point k can be made only if the buffer associ- 
ated with d is free. 
V d  c D(<E!,D> e hl[k] A d ~ cse t - - - ) lh~d! l - lh~ '~d?  I<Ibu f fer (d) I )  

(iii) symmetric counterparts of (i)-(ii). 

Other details of parallel composition remain the same as in section 8. 

10. A Simple Example  

For lack of  space, we illustrate the semantics of  the class of  bounded buffer broadcast --immediate initiation 
with the following program assuming unit buffer with channel D. 

P ::= skip;skip ; {D] !! e ; skip; skip ; skip ;skip; C l  ::= D ?? x ; skip; skip; 

MI[P]]c~ --- PFC{ ( • ,  { 1-12<!,{D } ,e ,w! ,~>D 4 }) ,  ( % ,  { 1"12<!,O,e,w!,{O }>El 4 }) } 

MI[CI~o -= PFC { ( ¢~cl[v/x] , { <w?,D>~<? ,D,v::4:32}) IV  v e Domain(x) ,  t > 0 } 

M a P  II C 1It--- PFC{ (tJp+o c l ie /x ], { {<w?,D>£3 } {<w?,D>, I--I } {<[,{D},e,w,f~ >,<?,D,e>} {17 } {I--1 } {17 } {I-1 } }) } 

However, if we consider C2 ::= skip; skip; skip; D ?? y ; skip; skip; then M[[P II C211(~ will consist of prefix- 
closures o f ( .L ,h  ) where h -  = {D } {13 } { 13 , <!, ~ , e , w! , {D}> } {<w?,D> t} f o r a n y t  -- reflecting, 
infinite waiting (deadlock). 

In [SNP87], we illustrate the semantics with realistic examples and formally establish for each of  the categories 
that M is continuous, the merging of the histories is associative and the composition of the processes is compo- 
sitional. 

11. Discussion 

In this paper, we presented a syntax-directed compositional denotational semantics for nondeterministic broadcast 
networks. The semantics uses a simple domain of  prefix closed state history pairs. Broadcast networks have 
been characterized based on buffer availability, reliable/lossy transmission, and immediate/delayed initiation. 
One of the central aspects that can be inferred from the semantics is that the distinguishing features of the vari- 
ous broadcast schemes are observable only in real-time models. Conversely, it also reflects on the inherent suita- 
bility of broadcast schemes for real-time programming. 

In the language considered in the paper, we have not explicitly included the delay commands or guards. It 
should be clear, from the development of the semantics of guards in the environment of other guards, that expli- 
cit real-time constructs such as delay commands or guards can be incorporated in a straight-forward manner. 

Though we are not distinguishing deadlock and divergence as in [HGD87], our semantics is not fully abstract. 
Currently, we are investigating fully abstract models[HGD87] for broadcast networks. It may be noted that we 
come across two types of deadlock in broadcast networks:- the first is due to nonavailability of empty buffers for 
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sending (depositing) messages and the second is due to the nonavailability of messages in the buffers. It is 
interesting to extend the semantics that distinguishes deadlock from divergence and compare the resulting one 
with the linear history semantics of [FLP84] from the point of view of deadlock behaviour. From the merging 
functions discussed, a compositional network specification can be obtained using predicate logic and the set of 
histories of the network on the lines of [Hoa85]. Using this method, invariant properties of the network can be 
specified. We are currently investigating the extension of this method to include liveness properties using the 
quiescent states as in [MiC81]. Further, we are working towards a proof system for the broadcast networks on 
the lines of [ZDB85]. We hope that such methods will enable us to provide methods for the specification and 
verification of broadcast protocols[SeA83, Wal80]. 

Based on the semantics presented in the paper, it is possible to obtain a nice fomaal model for Ethemet like bus 
structures. Some important aspects of such bus structures are:- i) The broadcast is delayed until bus is free, ii) 
The message broadcast on the bus may collide with another broadcast attempted simultaneously, iii) Collisions 
:~-c detectable, and iv) A collision free broadcast of a message may be lost if no process is willing to receive. 
From the unbuffered broadcast semantics, the model satisfying only (ii) is immediate. For collision free broad- 
cast, it is possible to treat the bus as a restricted monitor, or a process employing both synchronous and asyn- 
chronous communication. The formal characterization of Ethernet structures corresponding to the above four pro- 
perties is currently under preparation. 
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